GRATA International will speak at the International Forum Anticounterfeiting 2022

On September 26-28, 2022, in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan, the X International Forum: New Challenges - new mechanisms to combat counterfeiting will be held.

Timur Berekmoinov, Counsel of GRATA International Almaty office will speak on the practice of combating counterfeit products and parallel imports in the Republic of Kazakhstan, where he will address the following issues:

- problematic issues of protection of rights to trademarks in the customs register of intellectual property objects of the Republic of Kazakhstan;

- what are the obstacles bringing violators to justice for the illegal use of trademarks;

- the latest Kazakh judicial practice related to the infringement of exclusive rights to trademarks.

More information about the event on the website: http://forum-antikontrafakt.ru
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